Accounting Consultant (m/f/d) in SAP Financial Services

ADWEKO  Athens, Attiki, Greece  Hybrid

YOUR START WITH ADWEKO

As an Accounting Consultant in SAP Financial Services, you will be involved in large scale implementations in major corporations of the financial sector, using cutting-edge technology of the leading software vendors. You will take part in the entire development lifecycle from discovery workshops, requirements gathering, design, to implementation and testing of the solutions. On engagements, you will work with experienced teams of accounting consultants from across the globe to support our clients and partners through large scale finance transformations.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES

- Analyzing, designing and documenting accounting logic per business requirements for banking and insurance products.
- Design and configuring of SAP applications (e.g. FPSL, PaPM) per client specifications.
- Creation of testing scenarios and expected outcomes, execution, and documentation of testing results.
- Support client with the validation and reconciliation of accounting results calculated by the tool.
- Become a member of an experienced delivery team that will help you expand your business and functional expertise.

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR

We are looking for individuals who will help shape and define the company - people who question things and want to make a difference. We are after all Consultants interested in the conception and technical implementation of complex IT solutions in the area of SAP Financial Services.

- Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in economics, information technology, business administration, mathematics, or equivalent education
- Business knowledge in insurance and/or banking sector as well as accounting knowledge in financial products
- First experience in finance transformation projects
- Proficient in the english language, including the ability to listen, understand, read and communicate effectively both in writing and verbally in a professional environment
- Military obligations fulfilled for male candidates
Nice-to-have Skills:

- Experience in S/4 HANA for Financial Products Subledger (SAP FPSL), S/4 Central Finance (GL, AR, AP, AA) or Profitability and Performance Management (SAP PaPM)
- Basic knowledge in funds transfer pricing, cost allocation, budget and planning

YOUR BENEFITS

Continuing education and training

Do you value training and development opportunities for your own advancement? We provide our ADWEKO with an annual training program with internal and external training opportunities and cover any training costs incurred.

State-of-the-art IT infrastructure

Various systems for the implementation of development, test and demo scenarios are available to you for both project planning and further training.

Mobile work

Whether at the project site, in the office or at home: Our ADWEKO can work flexibly wherever it makes the most sense in the respective situation.

Feedback culture

Our feedback culture consists, among other things, of our 100-day talks, management feedback and the Great Place to Work employee survey. With ADWEK❤Cares4U, we have also created a trust center.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ADWEKO is committed to creating a diverse environment and is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, national origin, genetics, disability, age, or veteran status.

ADWEKO Global Ltd.

13 Princeton Court | London, 53 to 55 Felsham Road

Hanns Kordes | Staffing Manager

LinkedIn link to apply:

https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/3035659422/

Company website link to apply: